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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Aim of the session/manual 
1. To create an infographic to present qualitative data surrounding the topic of 

uncertainty and mental health in the context of war and conflict.  
2. To Visually represent data, information and knowledge related to some of the social, 

political and economic factors surrounding your research. 

3. To learn how to display your research on an infographic using the digital software: 
Piktochart. 

 
What is an infographic? 
Infographic is short for ‘Information Graphic’. Infographics are used to visually represent 
data or information using graphic design components.1 Although they are increasingly 

used to convey complex information, they are not a completely new development.  

In ancient times, people have used visual images and icons to communicate information 

to others. Early testaments are cave paintings.  

With the invention of the computer, our possibilities massively changed and over time 
graphic elements  in news reporting and academic articles received more attention. 

                                                        
1 Anders Ross, “InfoGraphic Designs: Overview, Examples and Best Practices”, last modified June 7th, 2009, http://www.instantshift.com/2009/06/07/infographic-designs-overview-examples-and-best-practices/ 

Infographic: UG student, Department of Global Health and Social Medicine, KCL 
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Where are infographics used today? 

Infographics are used in different fields such as government, the corporate sector, the NGO community, medicine, engineering, research and 

development, etc. The reason that they are used so widely today is that they allow for complex messages to be expressed through images in a 

clear and fun way. In other words, “infographics communicate complex data quickly and clearly.” 2 

 

Infographics are used for the following reasons: 

o To convey a main concept or message. 

o To compact knowledge, information and data into a one page visual representation making it clear and easy to understand. 
o To analyse data in order to display a cause-and-effect connections using graphic design techniques.3 

 

Who is the audience for your infographic? 
The audience for infographics is the general public. By representing your data in a visually stimulating way, you can capture the interest and 

attention of the general public. Your data will be presented in a way that is both appropriate in an academic context and understandable to 
people with little background knowledge of your research area. 

 

  

                                                        
2 Daniel Adams, “What Are Infographics and Why Are They Important?”, last modified March 25th, 2011, http://www.instantshift.com/2011/03/25/what-are-infographics-and-why-are-they-important/. 
3 Adams, “What Are Infographics”. 
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DESIGN  
 

Three main design elements 
 

1. Visual elements – Various design elements such as colour coding, 
pictures, arrows and signs, symbols and even small cartoons or 

silhouettes. 
 

2. Content elements – Time lines or dates, graphs, charts and references 

to other studies. 
 

3. Knowledge element – Factual information, data and other empirical 

data. 
 

These three elements need to be present when working to condense a lot of 
information into a clear and concise infographic. 4 

  

                                                        
4 Adams, “What Are Infographics”. 

Infographic: UG student, Department of Global Health 
and Social Medicine, KCL 
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Tips for designing infographics 
Infographics have to exhibit information in a clear manner, while being creative at the same time. A good infographic is simple, concise and 

clear. Therefore, the content must be well organized for the reader. Here are some steps to help you organize your infographic: 

 

STEP 1: Outline and Flowcharts 
 
Before creating an infographic, you need to have a clear idea of the data or information 
you want to visualise. These can be quantitative or qualitative in nature. In the first step, 

put together a brainstorm of words and arrows, grouping relevant data and information 

together and visualizing the flow of information using a flowchart. Such a flowchart 
helps you to emphasize relationships between sets of information.          

 

How does one development lead to another? How do certain processes interact? What 
is the consequence of that interaction? 

 

This outline will help you organize your data and knowledge and help you visually 
represent them when using the design software.   

 

ß   A simple example of what a flow chart may look like can be seen here. 
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STEP 2: Devising a Colour Scheme  

It is important to work with colours to guide and influence the reader. It plays both a conceptual and 

emotional role as it makes the information more legible. Colour is useful when conveying contrasting 

themes, ideas or data. In the example below the colour blue is used to represent education and orange 
is used to represent incarceration. The colours not only have cultural connotations but are also opposite 

colours on the colour wheel, which visually demonstrates the contrast between the two concepts.  

   

Tip: Use a set of colours in a consistent way; assign them before you begin designing the infographic. 
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STEP 3: Select Graphics 

Be creative not only with regards to the types of colours you use but also try different 

combinations of typography, illustrations, images, maps, charts, diagrams and icons to reveal 

your information as clearly as possible. Don’t use too many fonts, but limit yourself to two or 

three in order not to overwhelm the viewer.                    5 

  

STEP 4: Research and Data 
 
All infographics need to be properly researched in order to relay accurate information. The data 

need to be presented in a way that the most important information can be grasped very quickly.     

There two types of graphics:  

a) Theme graphics is the defining visual of the design and is usually always included. Choosing 

the right theme graphic will tell the reader at a glance what knowledge you want to share. 

b) Reference graphics are icons used as visual pointers to avoid cluttering up the design when 
lots of content is presented. This will focus the attention of the audience. 

 

                                                        
5 Elearninginfographics, “Types of Visual Content to Improve Learner Engagement Infographic”, last modified September 15th, 2015,  
https://elearninginfographics.com/types-visual-content-improve-learner-engagement-infographic/. 
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Use of Software to Design and Create an Infographic 

The following websites offer free software to make charts and infographics. Many also have subscription options that provide more features, 

including higher resolution output.  

 
o Piktochart 

o Visual.ly 

o Easel.ly 
o Infogr.am 

o Gliffy.com 

 
This manual will focus on the design software “Piktochart”. This software is free to use and will allow you to explore a large variety of styles in 

order to find the right one for your research project. https://piktochart.com/ 

  

o Tagxedo 

o Creately 
o Tableausoftware 

o Inkscape 
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PIKTOCHART  
 
How to Sign Up to Piktochart 

1. Go to the URL: www.Piktochart.com 

2. Click on “Sign up” and fill in your email address and choose a password to make a Piktochart 
account. 

3. Log into your email to confirmand now you are ready to start creating your infographic 
digitally. 

 

 

 

How to Start a New Project 

1. Now that you are signed into Piktochart, click on 

“Create new”. 

2. Next, select “Infographic”. 

3. Finally, click on “New infographic” to open a 
blank document. However, there are also 
templates that are available to use as a base for 

your infographic.  
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Determining The Infographic Dimensions 
 
Determining the dimensions of your infographic is crucial in the early stages of 
infographic design. Deciding what size is appropriate can be challenging. These are 

suggestions for appropriate infographic dimensions: 
 
        Millimeters Inches 

        (mm)  (in) 

• Basic letter size; used for flyers   216 x 297 8.5 x 11 

• Ledger size; good for small posters   279 x 432 11 x 17 

• Popular medium size for posters   457 x 610 18 x 24 

• Common size for large poster used in marketing 610 x 914 24 x 36 

• Called “one sheet”; standard size for movie 
posters in North America    686 x 1016 27 x 40 

• Very large poster (used for banners and the like) 914 x 1219 36 x 48 
 

On Piktochart, the dimensions of the infographic can be changed by clicking on the 

gear shaped icon on the left side of the document and selecting “Custom”. From 
here, the size can be manually changed. It is best to do this before adding anything 

to the document.  
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Designing a Background  

For the sake of demonstration, a concrete example of a 

course has been chosen as the topic for the infographic. 

Adapt the following techniques to your topic to create 
a unique infographic design.  

1. Click on “Background”. 

2. Choose one of the numerous available 
designs and use the opacity slide bar to 

increase or reduce the effect. If none of the 

designs are suitable, click on color. This will 
allow you choose a plain colour background. 

3. Alternatively click on “uploads” to upload a 

specific background image from your 
computer.  
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Sectioning the Infographic  

At this stage, the design looks plain. In order to 

implement more depth and create a colour scheme 

the infographic will be split into sections based off of 
your flow chart. This helps to create a more 

organised aesthetic allowing the audience to 

understand the flow of information better.  

1. Click on “Graphics”. 
2. Select “Shapes” from the list of graphic 

types. 
3. Move the shape to where you want the 

infographic to be sectioned. 

4. When the shape is selected, click on the paint bucket icon to change the shape’s colour.  
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Creating a Title and Working with Text 

To create an eye-catching  title you can change the font, 

colour and insert a shape to create a frame: 

1. Click on “Text”. 
2. Click on “Title” to insert a text box. 

3. Double click the text box in order to edit the text 

and write your title. 
4. Change the font and colour using the toolbar. 

5. Add a frame to the title by clicking on “Graphics”. 

However,  this time the section “Banner” was used. 

 

With these techniques you can customise text including 

subheadings, main paragraphs and quotes. Furthermore, 
you can introduce backgrounds and shapes to make your 
infographic more interesting and visually stimulating to 

your target audience.  
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Using these text and graphic tools can allow for a large variation of design approaches. Feel free to be creative with the tools and shapes in 
order to find what fits best for your infographic theme. Here, a demonstration can be seen of what can be done with just the simple techniques 

that have been outlined so far:  
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Using Graphics and Symbols  

To make your infographic visually stimulating and to represent you data’s 

ideas, concepts and themes, use shapes and symbols. To do so, go to the 

“Graphics” tool that can be used for a wide variety of techniques. 

1. Click on “Graphics”. 

2. Click on the search bar to find an image that fits your theme . 

 

In the example, the content of the 

text has been visualised using 

images of a pen, a brain, a 
conversation and a classroom. 

This way the audience has a pre-

emptive concept of what the 
content of the text will entail. 
Thereby, the text becomes easier 

to understand and less 
intimidating. Other graphics have 
been used to give the infographic 

more detail and depth.  
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Implementing Quantitative Data 

1. Go to “Tools” and click on “Charts”. 
2. Choose the type of chart you want to use to represent your quantitative 

data. Depending on the nature of your research, different chart types will 
be appropriate. 

3. Insert your data into the grid and give the chart a title. 

4. Click on the “Settings” button to customise your data to match the design 

of the rest of your infographic and determine its details.  

Once your graph has been integrated, you can use the “Graphics” section to add a 

background and if necessary some symbols or icons to represent the concept. 

Disclaimer: Although the chart tool in Piktochart is useful for simple data such as shown here, it is underdeveloped for representing complex 

quantitative data. It is recommended to use other software such as excel when processing more complicated and extensive data sets. 

Implement the data using the “Uploads” tool or paste them into your infographic. 
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Implementing Qualitative Data 

 

Representing qualitative data can be more challenging. However, they allow for a more unique approach to visualising research thanks to a 

wide range of icons and symbols. By using the techniques that have already been demonstrated, you can for example represent quote from a 
semi-structured interview on an infographic (as shown below): 
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PIKTOCHART FINAL TIPS 
 
 
Aligning Objects 
 
In order to align objects such as text boxes, graphics and charts click on 

“Align” with the objects button. When this function is active, objects will 

align themselves as you move them on the page to create a more 

symmetrical appearance to the infographic. This is very important in 
order to make your infographic look professional and publishable. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Increasing Infographic Size 
 

When creating a new infographic, Piktochart automatically chooses the 
size of the infographic. However, if this is too small or too large, by 

clicking and dragging the grey bar (see image) its size can be modified. 
This function also displays the exact pixel length of the document.  
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Graphics Colour Change 
 

Piktochart offers a wide variety of graphics that can be introduced to give your 
infographic a creative look. However, when selecting your graphics, keep in mind 

that only the “Mono” graphics can have their colour changed to match that of the 

poster. Icons that are already coloured cannot be modified. Nonetheless, due to 

the large amount of graphics available, using one that is already coloured can give 
your infographic an interesting and unique presentation. 

 

 

 

Saving Your Infographic 

 

Piktochart saves the progress you make on your infographic automatically. 

Despite this, it is worth to save your file regularly in order to avoid losing any data. 
This can be done by simply clicking on the save button. 
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Selecting Multiple Objects and Grouping Them 

 

Selecting multiple textboxes, graphics or charts can be done 

by left clicking on them while holding in the shift button on 
your keyboard. At this stage, they can be moved together in 

order to keep their structure . 

 

If you want to make multiple objects grouped permanently, 

click on the “group” button once all of the object are selected. 
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